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UPCOMING DATES  

2.5.22 Bank Holiday – school closed 

3.5.22 Eid - school closed 

4.5.22—Eid parties (non-uniform) - 

please donate food! 

5.5.22 Polling Day—school closed (Y6 in 

for the morning) 

w/b 23.5.22 Jubilee celebrations 

Dates may change—check for updates! 

We improved our fitness and had fun by taking part in The Daily Mile on Thursday this week. The combined total of 

miles run by everyone is the same as the distance from London to Edinburgh—wow—what great teamwork and what 

an excellent achievement! Thank you to Nancy for organising the event. Have a wonderful Bank Holiday and Eid (for 

those who celebrate) and we’ll be back (in non-uniform) for Eid parties on Wednesday!          —Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARD 

Pink: Aariz - Teamwork - for showing great consideration to others around him. 

Haneef - Excellence - for making great contributions in class discussions. 

Green: Mikail - Excellence - for practising his reading everyday and using phonics to help him. 

Aadam Hussain - Responsibility - for taking care of his classroom and always helping to keep it 
tidy.   

Blue: Sumayyah - Responsibility—for working hard on practising her spellings by making sure 
she practises everyday. This week she got 10/10.  
Shuaib– Excellence—for working hard at participating in our Maths lessons this week by an-
swering and asking lots of questions.  

Orange: Habiba - Excellence - for carefully making observational drawings of seeds and bulbs 
in Science. 

Ayman - Excellence - for confidently identifying halves and quarters in shapes and using a frac-
tion to show this. 

Lilac: Zeeshan A- Excellence and Teamwork-  for being extremely engaged during reading les-
sons and he works collaboratively with his partner. 

Jinan- Equality— for always ensuring that everyone is included and never left out of group 
work or in games on the playground. 

Purple: Ifthikar - Responsibility– for caring for smaller creatures and placing them back in their 
habitats.  

Ayaan R - Responsibility - for looking out for smaller creatures out in the playground, and mak-
ing sure they are safe.  

Scarlet: Tasfia—Teamwork - for  her fantastic, positive attitude and behaviour on our trip to 
Walthamstow Wetlands. 

Mahdiya - Teamwork- for  her fantastic, positive attitude and behaviour on our trip to Wal-
thamstow Wetlands. 

Crimson: Amira—Responsibility—for writing nine sentences independently all about our trip to 
Walthamstow Wetlands. 

Ibrahim—Excellence  - for showing enthusiasm in everything he does. 

Emerald: Amelia I.—Excellence and Responsibility—for giving lots of wonderful answers during 
a discussion of our class book. 

Radi—Excellence and responsibility—for asking great questions about Victorian inventions. 

Jade: Zaid – Excellence – for improving his focus during lessons 

Adil - Excellence – for showing a positive attitude to our first ever Daily Mile Challenge! 

Turquoise: Shaheed - Excellence—for his fantastic spooky story.  

Ajsa - Responsibility—for her dedication in The Daily Mile and not stopping once!  

Sapphire: Ibnul - Teamwork and Excellence - for a fantastic presentation to the class on their 
ratio learning in maths. 

Yuhannis - Teamwork and Excellence - for a fantastic presentation to the class on their ratio 
learning in maths. 

 

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

     Phase 2 - Blue 97%              Phase 3—  Jade 97% 

                                      EYFS—  Red 96% 

COVID UPDATE 

Regular COVID testing is no longer re-

quired, in line with the Government guid-

ance update on 1st April.  

If your child has a temperature or is un-

well, they should stay at home until they 

feel well enough to return to school. 

If your child tests positive for COVID19, 

they should stay at home for three days 

from the start of their symptoms. They can 

return to school when they feel well. 

HOUSE POINTS 
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502 

Kilimanjaro 
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Snowdon 
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Ben Nevis 

500 


